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Technology does not inspire but Content does. There cannot be an interesting Information Society without high quality and innovation in contents.  A global Information Society cannot develop without highly motivated individuals, who move beyond the ordinary and secure sustainable development in their region through their innovation and creativity with new media and Information Communication Technology (ICT).





In the broadest sense, a learning object is anything that has an educational purpose. In the case of an online course, it is given that a learning object is a digital object that is used in order to achieve the desired learning outcomes or educational objectives. [1]

Characteristics of Learning Object

	Learning Object Repositories have tremendous potential to become powerful teaching and learning tools that can be used inside and outside the classroom. 
	Learning objects are at the heart of the learning technology 
	Learning objects have generated excitement because of their potential reusability. A learning object can be simultaneously shared, reused and placed into multiple courses, disciplines, and course management systems. 





Benefits of Learning Object for LIS Education

The following are the benefits of learning object in LIS education

	The repository certainly benefits instructors who are teaching a particular subject for the first time. It can show the different perspectives/approaches that other instructors have taken in teaching the subject, the level of detail covered for different topics, amount of material that can be covered in a certain amount of time, types of activities used to enhanced learning and evaluation methods. Course development time is reduced when learning objects are re-used, after customizing them to the local context and the instructor’s personal preferences and style. 
	The repository is also useful to instructors who are already teaching a particular subject. It can serve to alert the instructor about new developments and emerging topics that are being covered by other instructors. Instructors can also search for supplementary materials, e.g. diagrams, illustrations, exercises/tutorials and class activities.
	For students, the repository can provide supplementary readings, tutorials and practice exam questions to enhance learning. 
	For researchers, the repository can provide raw data for research on LIS curriculum across Asia, teaching styles and methods, and national and cultural differences. 
	LIS professionals can use the repository for e-learning in new and emerging areas, if the learning objects are detailed and comprehensive enough.
	The repository can be useful both for traditional topics in LIS as well as for new and emerging areas. 
	With learning object on the same topic from different countries, the repository can help educators to appreciate the different national and cultural contexts of LIS, e.g. topics and concepts that receive different emphases in different countries, different terminologies, different applications, different examples and scenarios used different approaches to teaching and learning, and different presentation styles.
	The repository can be most useful in new and emerging subject areas to facilitate “pollination”. A new subject developed in one school can help other schools to start courses in the same subject. It can also serve to identify experts in new areas who can be engaged as consultants or invited as resource persons.


CHALLENGES IN DEVELOPING LEARNING OBJECT REPOSITORIES FOR LIS EDUCATION

The development and maintenance of a learning object repositories present unique challenges in three areas viz. [2]

	Content Creation and Development 
	Content Management and Organization
	Repository System

Content Creation and Development

It is expected that the following resources which are useful for LIS educators should be included in the repository





	Student activities (e.g. tutorial/lab material, exercises, discussion questions) 
	Bibliographies and readings 
	Exam questions and test bank, and other evaluation tools. 

These learning objects can be obtained from four sources

	Licensed from publishers, 
	Commissioned and created specially for the repository (if substantial funding is available) 
	Harvested from Web sites of LIS programs 
	Contributed by LIS instructors. 

Content Management and Organization 
Content management includes setting up content management policies and guidelines as well as rights management policies and procedures (ownership, access and copyright). When a learning object is deposited in the repository, the resource needs to be processed and organized. Guidelines, procedures and systems have to be developed for indexing, meta-tagging, storing and providing access to the resource. This involve following issues 

	Checking of resources for physical integrity and correctness
	Creation of metadata
	Translations if required
	Checking for copyright problems
	Cross linking of the learning objects
	Preservation and Archiving




The design and usability of the repository system is an important factor in the success of the repository. Some important features of the repository system include the following:

	Ease of depositing learning objects in the system
	Good support for metadata creation 
	Good support for automatic deconstruction of learning objects, identifying their structure, and automatic metadata creation 
	Ease of browsing and searching of learning objects at various levels 
	Fast retrieval and display of learning objects. 
	Facility to convert a learning object into a format that the user can handle.

INTERACTIVE DIGITAL LIBRARY RESOURCE INFORMATION SYSTEM   (I-DLR): A CASE STUDY

i-DLR is a digital library composed of educational resources on the topic of digital libraries. Interactive Digital Library Resource Information System (i-DLR) is a collaborative effort by graduate students of the School of Information Science and Learning Technologies (SISLT) (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~sislt" \t "blank​) at the University of Missouri-Columbia (​http:​/​​/​www.missouri.edu​/​" \t "blank​) to create a web portal for digital library education. The goal of project i-DLR is to provide an integrated resource where diverse information sources on the digital libraries may be brought together in a single navigable and searchable web site. The intent is to use the site as a learning tool to support exploration of selected research and development activities associated with Digital Libraries, and to facilitate end user interaction with the content of these various resources. i-DLR serves as an educational "hub" for students and beginning professionals to learn about Digital Libraries, by providing basic information and pointers to carefully selected resources depicting Digital Libraries from an educational perspective.  

It includes direct information about digital libraries, as well as links to instructional resources geared toward graduate students and digital library professionals. These resources include materials written by University of Missouri students and renowned digital library scholars. The site also features links to guides, tutorials, and various other instructional mediums created by learning institutions. [3] 




Subject Areas in i-DLR

The learning objects in i-DLR are classified into eight curriculum areas.  The details are included in Table No. 1

Table No. 1: Subject Areas in i-DLR

Sr. No.	Curriculum Areas	Topics
1	Introduction to DL	Definitions of Digital Libraries, DL Education, DL Courses, DL Organizations, DL Meetings and Conferences, DL discussion Lists, DL Periodicals, DL projects and initiatives, Who’s Who in DL
2	Theoretical and Historical Foundation	Development of digital collections and digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=4​), History of libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=1​), Human information behavior (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=2​), Information retrieval theory (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=3​)
3	Information Access and Utilization of Digital Libraries	Information behavior in digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=25​), Usability and evaluation research (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=24​), User and uses of digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=23​)
4	Knowledge Organization in Digital Libraries	Classification (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=17​), Database integration (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=18​), Document formats (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=19​), Indexing (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=16​), Metadata (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=15​)
5	Collection Development and Maintenance	Digital archives (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=20​), Digital conversion technology (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=21​), Digital preservation (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=22​)
6	Social, Economic and Policy Issues	Copyright issues and intellectual property rights in digital library (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=28​), Cost of building digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=29​), Electronic publishing (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=26​), Funding for digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=30​), Scholarly communication (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=27​)
7	Technical Infrastructure of Digital Library	Communication protocols (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=13​), Database construction of digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=6​), Distributed collections (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=7​), Information retrieval engines (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=5​), Interface design (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=12​), Interoperability (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=9​), Multimedia formats and applications (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=8​), Network technology (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=10​), Query languages (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=14​), Web applications in digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=11​)
8	Professional Issues	Bibliographic instruction (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=33​), Management of digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=32​), Roles and responsibilities of the digital librarian (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=31​)

Content Coverage of i-DLR

i-DLR includes the learning objects in the form of digital links, introductory papers and suggested readings.  Table No. 2 shows topic wise content availability. It is observed that 692 digital links, 42 introductory papers and 196 links for suggested readings supporting the curriculum topics are included in i-DLR.

Table No. 2: Content coverage of I-DLR

Sr. No.	Topics	Type of Contents available
		Digital Links	Introductory Papers	Suggested Readings
1	Definitions of Digital Libraries	22	0	0
2	Digital Libraries Education 	14	0	0
3	Digital Libraries Courses, 	10	0	0
4	Digital Libraries Organizations 	18	0	0
5	DL Meetings and Conferences 	18	0	0
6	Digital Libraries discussion Lists 	12	0	0
7	Digital Libraries Periodicals	14	0	0
8	Digital Libraries projects and initiatives	18	1	2
9	Who’s Who in DL	15	0	5
10	Development of digital collections and DL (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=4​)	35	5	21
11	History of libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=1​)	19	1	12
12	Human information behavior (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=2​)	18	1	1
13	Information retrieval theory (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=3​)	16	1	2
14	Information behavior in digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=25​)	12	0	2
15	Usability and evaluation research (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=24​) 	30	1	0







23	Digital conversion technology (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=21​)	12	0	7
24	Digital preservation (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=22​)	21	1	7
25	Copyright issues and IPRs in digital library (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=28​)	17	2	12
26	Cost of building digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=29​) 	9	0	2
27	Electronic publishing (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=26​) 	14	1	4
28	Funding for digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=30​) 	19	0	7
29	Scholarly communication (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=27​)	15	1	2
30	Communication protocols (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=13​) 	12	2	0
31	Database construction of digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=6​) 	12	1	2
32	Distributed collections (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=7​) 	16	0	4
33	Information retrieval engines (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=5​) 	13	0	0
34	Interface design (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=12​) 	16	1	1
35	Interoperability (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=9​)	17	1	11
36	Multimedia formats and applications (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=8​) 	13	2	2
37	Network technology (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=10​) 	8	0	1
38	Query languages (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=14​)	14	2	2
39	Web applications in digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=11​)	18	0	7
40	Bibliographic instruction (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=33​) 	20	0	0
41	Management of digital libraries (​http:​/​​/​www.coe.missouri.edu​/​~DL​/​iDLR​/​index.php?cid=32​) 	23	3	12




For effective retrieval, i-DLR provides sorting facility. The content can be sorted and retrieved by using the criteria like title, popularity, date of reviewing, author/editor and year.  The details are shown in Table No. 3

Table No. 3: Sorting facility in i-DLR






WEB PORTAL FOR LIS EDUCATION IN ASIA (LISEA): AN ASIAN PERSPECTIVE









New technologies make it more practical that teaching materials are shared among faculty to save time for course development and content creation. Effective teaching of new subjects and modules to cover topics related to knowledge management, information systems, and digital media requires that LIS faculty look for new teaching methodologies and learning styles and introduce new modes of assessment suitable for collaborative learning. Learning objects are beginning to draw much interest, especially in the context of e-learning. They have tremendous potential to become powerful teaching and learning tools that can be used inside and outside the classroom. i-DLR, a learning object repository serves as an educational "hub" for students and beginning professionals to learn about Digital Libraries, by providing basic information and pointers to carefully selected resources depicting Digital Libraries. Web portal for LIS Education in Asia (LISEA) is an initiative at international level which is in development stage. In India, IGNOU has started developing open courseware for LIS education.
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